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ABSTRACT

The extraordinary breaking news story of Hurricane Katrina offered an opportunity 
to document how multimedia and interactive features interfere with the carefully 
crafted news story of a newspaper. Scholarship on news narratives and medium 
theory informed this case study, a textual analysis of the 2005 Hurricane Katrina 
coverage in The Times-Picayune and its web partner Nola.com. The main fi nding was 
that the New Orleans’ newspaper tale of a mythic Flood in an American city trans-
formed into a chronicle about people’s personal experiences in cyberspace. In the 
process, audiences joined with journalists and reshaped the news narrative, which 
took on unique cyber-temporal and cyber-spatial qualities.

K E Y  W O R D S   cyberspace  Hurricane Katrina  myth  narrative  news 
 newspaper   online journalism

On 29 August 2005, Hurricane Katrina blew through New Orleans, Biloxi MS, 
and other southeastern coastal towns, crippling cities and killing people with 
its winds, fl oods, and massive destruction. Two main levees in New Orleans 
were breached, sending a torrent of water through downtown, including the 
newsroom of the local newspaper, the New Orleans Times-Picayune. Using 
a reporter’s house as their base, the journalists covered the ensuing evacu-
ations, the fetid conditions at the Superdome, the looting, the crime, and the 
random, violent dying, turning these events into narratives of desperation 
and hope. Meanwhile employees of both The Times-Picayune and its partner, 
Nola.com (owned by the shared corporate parent Newhouse), took shelter 
outside the city and turned the website into a multifaceted clearinghouse of 
text, images, audio, links, blogs, and reader forums.

Media researchers have suggested that the interactive and multimedia 
traits of the internet alter traditional understandings of journalism. Informed 
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by this scholarship as well as theory about journalistic narrative and mythic 
qualities in the news, this case study tracked the news story of Hurricane 
Katrina as it appeared in The Times-Picayune and on that publication’s website, 
Nola.com. The research produced an analysis of the disparate Hurricane 
Katrina narratives to come out of two media channels of a single mainstream 
news organization in order to understand how any changes might have chal-
lenged the traditional model for newswriting. In particular, the article offers 
an examination of what kinds of stories, chronicles, and myths were being 
disseminated by reporters and citizens on the website of this newspaper during 
this specifi c event.

The main fi nding from this case study was that the newspaper tale of a 
mythic Flood in one of America’s cities transformed into a chronicle about 
people’s personal experiences in cyberspace. In the process, audiences joined 
with journalists as authors and reshaped the news narrative, which took on 
unique cyber-temporal and cyber-spatial qualities. A number of minor themes 
arose, including that the institutional and other frames of the newspaper 
stories were understated in the online environment, that cyberspace became 
a safe place replacing New Orleans as a narrative setting, and that time stood 
still in the newspaper but retreated and advanced in cyberspace. These 
dissimilar news stories indicate signifi cant shifts for the fi eld’s conceptual 
understanding of the news narrative.

The news narrative

News is a form of story that organizes human experience, chronicles passage of 
time, and describes a particular place in the world, geographically and philo-
sophically. Journalists turn their gathered reportage material into narratives, 
chronicles, and myths that tell society a story about itself (Bird and Dardenne, 
1988; Johnson-Cartee, 2005; McNair, 1998; Pan and Kosicki, 1993; Schudson, 
1991; Woodward, 1997). News content is meant to mesh facticity with news-
worthiness so that its narrative form serves to naturalize daily events according 
to a dominant, national institutional power structure (Allan, 2004; Bennett 
et al., 2007; Fishman, 1980). The particular contextualization of the news story 
tends to be ideological and, often, mythical in nature. Lule (2001) categorized 
seven different myths he discovered in news coverage. Myths are universal, 
archetypical stories that explain human experience, offering a model for 
human behavior in sustaining the dominant social order (Bird and Dardenne, 
1988; Lule, 2001). For example, in the Flood storyline, humans err, complete 
devastation occurs, people are helpless and humbled, and then they rebuild.
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Therefore, one narrative frame – a particular ‘web of facticity’ – dominates 
(Entman, 1994; Goffman, 1974; Johnson-Cartee, 2005; Pan and Kosicki, 
1993; Reese, 2001; Tuchman, 1978). ‘Frames are organizing principles that are 
socially shared and persistent over time, that work symbolically to structure 
the social work’ (Reese, 2001: 11). This story skeleton organizes life events into 
the what, where, when, who, and why that tell the story of the news event 
(Manoff and Schudson, 1987). The facts (the what) become the plot; sources 
(the who) become characters; the timeline (the when) becomes chronology; 
and the place of the news (the where) becomes setting. The ‘why’ becomes 
motivation, and the ‘how’ becomes action. The cohesive storyline defi nes 
the problems, diagnoses the causes, relays moral judgments and suggests re-
medies, helping people make sense of the event (Entman, 1993; Johnson-
Cartee, 2005; Lule, 2001). The resulting communication ritualizes our lives 
(Carey, 1992[1989]).

Journalists as the authors show up in the narrative as storytellers, watch-
dogs, psychologists, and facilitators of the frame and representatives of the 
institution (Jamieson and Waldman, 2003; Zelizer, 2005). Meanwhile, the 
press’s publics generally do not make an appearance. Readers seek comfort 
in these news stories (Vincent et al., 1997[1989]). All of this is especially true 
when reporters and audiences are confronted with highly unusual stories 
as they were during Hurricane Katrina (Berkowitz, 1997[1992]; Tuchman, 
1997[1973]).

Online narrative

With each new technology and cultural shift, a new genre of journalism 
emerges that alters the model for journalistic narrative. When television 
debuted, the channel’s space, time, and commercial restraints resulted in 
more emphasis on episodic framing (Gitlin, 1980; Iyengar, 1991; Iyengar 
and Simon, 1993). The newest press genre, online journalism, has already 
spurred transformations. Its interactive and multimodal characteristics have 
created a ‘dialogic’ (Deuze, 2003), ‘collaborative’ (Bruns, 2005) ‘conversation’ 
with multiple authors (Gillmor, 2004). In documenting 9/11 and Hurricane 
Katrina online coverage, Allan (2006) noted that the chat rooms, forums, and 
online-only news sites supplemented mainstream journalism during those 
events, and, furthermore, served as a portal for connections and rescue oper-
ations. These sites, Allan concluded, fi lled in the gaps left by journalists, 
provided alternative commentary and nuanced perspective.
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Online, nonlinear story forms and author–reader role reversals mean 
that ‘not every narrative will survive every reordering’ between media 
(Goodman, 1980: 111; Pavlik, 2001). Electronic text can liberate language, 
transform the spirit of the story, and create narrative contradictions (Aarseth, 
1997; Bluestone, 1957; Danet, 2001; Feibleman, 1982; Stam, 2000). Online 
narratives can transcend the fi xed settings and chronologies by decentering 
the nexus of the author–reader interaction and freeing any story from 
physical context (Landow, 1997; Ryan, 2001). This ultimately can disassociate 
‘reality’ as defi ned by the reporter from actual narrativized worlds, allowing 
readers to reconstruct confi ned, ordered news immersion into possible 
virtual connections, referents, and meanings that can be ephemeral, para-
doxical, and relational (borrowing from Ryan, 2001, who was actually writing 
on fi ction).

Yet few scholars have examined what this might mean for online journal-
istic narrative, particularly within a single mainstream news organization. 
Do the online narrative’s multimodal and dialogic properties challenge the 
status quo that its sister version maintains? This article documents how a 
specifi c news narrative changed by tracking the coverage of one event in a 
newspaper and following that news story into that publication’s website. The 
signifi cant news event of Hurricane Katrina offered a singular opportunity 
to gain a deeper perspective of this emergent internet phenomenon. Some 
scholars have analyzed Katrina news coverage from other angles (Durham, 
2008; Fry, 2006; Littlefi eld and Quenette, 2007; Meehan, 2006). Fry (2006), for 
example, showed how reporters declared themselves heroes, while Durham 
(2008) documented mainstream journalists’ switch from offi cial sourcing 
as a media ritual to populist concentration (and back again). This project 
delved narrowly and deeply into one case study, seeking to discover in a thick 
manner how interactivity and multimedia may have infl uenced the resulting 
story of Katrina in a single news organization (The Times-Picayune and Nola.
com). The research questions are:

1) What are the differences between the narratives in the newspaper pages of 
The Times-Picayune, the New Orleans’ major newspaper, and that organ-
ization’s website, Nola.com?

2) In what ways did the Nola.com narrative challenge the newspaper stories 
of Hurricane Katrina, particularly in relation to institutional roles (such 
as the press) and societal morals?

3) Finally, what do these differences and challenges suggest about how jour-
nalistic narrative is transforming as mainstream news organizations adapt 
to the online information channel?
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A case study: tracking the story of Hurricane Katrina

Empirical in nature, case studies offer a chance to investigate real-world 
examples in a deep manner to obtain a meaningful characterization of life 
phenomena. Case studies have been useful in analyses of new technologies 
in a specifi c culture (Marvin, 1988; Rosen, 1999). This case study targeted one 
newspaper, The Times-Picayune, and its partner website, Nola.com, during 
Hurricane Katrina. The study entailed the fi rst 15 days of the hurricane’s 
coverage. During this time, the reporters produced 420 stories and 450 photo-
graphs about the hurricane for the newspaper; all of these were archived in 
pdf format from the fi rst day (remaining so as of April 2008). The online 
material was collected while the situation was ongoing. The researcher selec-
ted a sample systematically from the tens of thousands of reader forums by 
visiting every other forum (organized by neighborhood and topic) listed in the 
drop-down menu on Nola.com. Within the forum, every tenth conversation 
was copied. The sample included roughly 325 reader comments, 100 blog 
entries, several audio blog entries, and 3200 photos (organized in galleries). 
Of this web-only material, only the photo galleries remained accessible on 
Nola.com (http://www.nola.com/katrinaphotos/tp/) as of June 2008.

All of this was then qualitatively analyzed. In textual analysis, researchers 
scrutinize the words and images to analyze how they hang together to create 
meaning (Goffman, 1974). This researcher called on an adapted ‘signature 
matrix’ (Gamson and Lasch, 1983) to identify the print and online narratives 
of Hurricane Katrina. A matrix can formulate a holistic understanding of news 
coverage via categorical spokes. This signature matrix of Hurricane Katrina 
comprised the narratives’ what (plot), why (motivation), where (setting), when 
(chronology), and who (characters), corresponding to the components of 
myth as laid out by other researchers (Bird and Dardenne, 1988; Lule, 2001; 
Woodward, 1997). To distinguish the themes in each, the researcher noted 
symbols, catchphrases, quote selection, metaphors, morals, binary opposites, 
absences, and images (Gamson and Lasch, 1983). For example, literary symbols 
such as the American fl ag would indicate a theme of patriotism, and its role 
in the action could refl ect motivation. The researcher traced these elements 
from one medium to the other to record how each changed. These spokes, 
when considered together, would offer up the ‘story’ of Hurricane Katrina in 
each of these channels.

The what and why

The Times-Picayune’s narrative of Hurricane Katrina evoked the myth of 
The Flood with its Biblical devastation, humbled humanity, and survivor 
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perseverance (as laid out in Lule, 2001). The guiding principles for Americans 
– God and societal institutions – dominated the newspaper articles. The 
‘what’ of the Hurricane Katrina narrative in the print stories refl ected a con-
textual, controlled version of the breaking news. The ‘why’ of the tragedy 
centered on Mother Nature, combated by Man. The coverage told the ‘story’ 
of the storm by breaking it down into rational explanations, moralistic tales 
of survival, and updates on recovery progress. Even the fi rst day after the 
levees broke, the newspaper published as many stories about rescues and 
recovery efforts as they did about the destruction and despair; for example, 
on 30 August 2005, the stories titled ‘Underwater: Levee breach swamps city 
from lake to river; population urged to leave; years of cleanup ahead’ (Shea, 
2005) and the ‘Looters leave nothing behind in storm’s wake’ (Peterson and 
Thevenot, 2005) ran next to the stories ‘800 tons of concrete on route to block 
breach’ (Schleifstein, 2005) and ‘Unscathed parish ready for evacuees’ (Powell, 
2005). In the eight graphics in the sample, The Times-Picayune documented 
how the breach of the New Orleans occurred (Swenson et al., 2005). The news-
paper connected this natural disaster with ‘experts’, injecting the chaos with 
a sense of logic.

The stories framed the tragedy with themes of religion, war, and patri-
otism. For example, the stories referred positively to law enforcement, despite 
the mayhem: ‘Firefi ghters, police and Coast Guardsmen waded through 
water and climbed to roofs. “We’ve got boats everywhere”, said Capt. Tim 
Bayard’ (Nolan, 2005: A1). This excerpt portrayed Bayard (the offi cial source) 
as competent and organized. Many of the photos and stories in the print 
version showed offi cial sources performing their institutional duties, as in 
two photos in the 2 September issue, one of a harbor patrol offi cer and a 
New Orleans SWAT team member helping Fats Domino (Brandon, 2005a) 
and one of eight electric crew workers restoring power (Threkeld, 2005). On 
7 September, staff writer Jeff Duncan wrote ‘Mayor Nagin stays optimistic 
and defi ant’, comparing the New Orleans mayor to an army general in the 
Second World War: ‘Wearing a golf shirt commemorating the USS Iwo Jima 
aircraft carrier given to him by Army Lt. General Russel Honore, the Army 
commander overseeing the military rescue and recovery operations, Nagin 
addressed reporters shortly after making a helicopter fl yover’ (Duncan, 
2005a). The inclusion of ‘offi cial’ sourcing connected to the victorious Iwo 
Jima Second World War battle relayed a powerful message of confi dence in 
American authority.

When the offi cials failed the narrative, the stories introduced God. Even 
the stories from the fi rst day of coverage, 29 August, described the prepar-
ations for ‘salvation’ from ‘doomsday’ (MacCash and O’Byrne, 2005; Russell, 
2005). On 5 September 2005, the banner headline of the newspaper read 
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‘7th Day of Hell’ (Thibodeaux and Russell, 2005). In some ways, the news-
paper became a messenger to God, as it passed on people’s entreaties to the 
Lord. Stories routinely described a need for divine intervention (Peter, 2005; 
Thibodeaux and Russell, 2005). Countless photos in the newspaper depicted 
people praying, seeking salvation or singing Gospel, eyes cast heavenward.

The reporters presented these themes through common symbols of hope, 
such as the American fl ag and Christ’s Cross. These references provided 
signposts for readers. For example, the fl ag in this 5 September print article 
reminded people that no matter the tragedy, America would still save its 
wretched: ‘With the tattered American fl ag that helped save her life hanging 
off her frail shoulders, 78-year-old Shirley Williamson sat in a wheelchair out-
side gate D1 at Louis Armstrong International Airport’ (Ritea, 2005). People 
draped in fl ags became an iconic textual and visual image to emerge from the 
print coverage. Similarly, images of the cross perpetuated the Biblical theme:

Joshua Gleason bent over and picked up a wooden cross. Worried about his fi ancé 
and their 3-day-old daughter, Gleason, 21, stuffed the wooden cross into the front 
right pocket of his shorts. He already had a gold crucifi x around his neck and was 
counting on divine intervention. (Peter, 2005)

Gleason was without control and lost except for his faith in a higher power. 
Metaphorical images of Jesus and Mary provided both emotional and physical 
comfort, as in a photo of one nun who fanned another nun with an image 
of Mary (Costanza, 2005). The printed Hurricane Katrina news coverage told 
a series of stories about the stability of faith in God and America even in the 
midst of tragedy. People suffered but they did so with the hope of salvation. 
This coverage demonstrated what Durham (2008) and others (Kitch and 
Hume, 2008) have documented as being a media ritual establishing bound-
aries for society. As one normative frame became problematic (i.e. the gov-
ernment sources), the press in this case study turned to God as a viable, 
stabilizing frame.

Online, the facts of the printed news narrative were reordered, de-
emphasized, or contradicted. American authority became undermined; the 
idea of God as a Supreme Being was replaced by the idea of cyberspace as a 
place of salvation. While The Times-Picayune reporters quoted government and 
other institutional offi cials, the photo galleries online focused on the chaos 
within these institutions. For example, tourists were shown leaving a destro-
yed Hyatt (Associated Press, 2005a). Police cars were submerged (Associated 
Press, 2005b). Traffi c lights failed (Associated Press, 2005b). Churches closed 
(Associated Press, 2005a). Those few images of engaged law enforcement per-
sonnel were sandwiched between pictures of chaos, destruction, looting, and 
victims in dire straits. Any offi cial sources quoted in the print stories were 
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roundly criticized in the tens of thousands of reader forums. In the forums and 
blogs, readers and reporters pointed out the print characters’ fatal fl aws and 
gave anecdotes about their incompetence: ‘Chertoff is a moron’ (UptownDoc, 
2005) or ‘FEMA and Red Cross’ (sylvia.delsa2, 2005). Their posts made it clear 
that they no longer relied on either American authorities or God: ‘this my 
last resort I have no other options …PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE, HELP ME GET 
OUT OF HERE!!!!’ (Ratcliffe, 2005). In the above quote, ‘Ratcliffe’ was not de-
pending on the authorities to save him; he appealed instead to the public in 
cyberspace. He sought comfort and aid online. People were searching for new 
guides in cyberspace, but were panicking and cynical.

The God so ubiquitous in the newspaper articles was rarely mentioned in 
these forums. The use of the word ‘God’ became disassociated from the Lord 
as a higher being in these posts. In fact, the only mentions of the word ‘God’ 
in the sample were common idiomatic expressions or expressions of exasper-
ation (Amandac, 2005; Montgomery, 2005). Often, the plea was not to God 
at all, but to ‘someone’ earthbound (Montgomery, 2005). The words ‘Cross’, 
‘Jesus’, and ‘Bible’ did not appear in this sample at all.

Instead, cyberspace became a clearinghouse for ‘facts’ that had no 
intentional order other than that they were repeated over and over again: 
‘Eleeshewah Kedem has not been heard from since Katrina. She did not leave 
New Orleans. Her current address is: 5600 Magazine Street cell: 504–606–8254’ 
(Chasteen, 2005). These messages listed addresses and phone numbers, and 
passed along rescue information, contacts and helpful websites. The sheer 
volume documented the extent of the crisis, and served to chronicle people’s 
pleas, experiences, thoughts, and emotions. For some writers, Nola.com 
had replaced Him and the authorities (Andrews, 2005). Online, the careful 
formulation of the printed Hurricane Katrina narrative fell apart; its ‘spirit’ 
transformed (Bluestone, 1957). The new story had been reframed and re-
ritualized as cyberspace became the stabilizing force.

The where and when

Journalists conceive of place and time literally and strictly; these settings and 
chronologies order chaotic events into ideological representations (Hallin, 
1987; Schudson, 1987). In the newspaper version of the Katrina story, the 
narrative setting was a fl ooded, devastated New Orleans, especially specifi c 
parishes and neighborhoods full of victims worthy of saving. The narrative 
chronology centered on the moments of the catastrophic hurricane, at which 
point time essentially stopped for both the city and The Times Picayune.

Descriptions of these places and times refl ected the Flood myth as well 
as the dominant themes of war, religion, and patriotism woven into the 
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narrative. The newspaper narrative situated the reader with marks of both place 
and time according to New Orleans and the Hurricane. The photos showed 
local emblems, as in a picture of a highway sign pointing to the Superdome 
(Lucia, 2005). In a 2 September photo a man was ‘trudging through waist-
deep water near Tulane and Claiborne Avenues’ (Brandon, 2005b). These place 
signifi ers were ironic since their corresponding locators no longer existed in 
the capacity they once had: people were photographed walking on major 
highways under directional signs (Grunfeld, 2005), or holding impromptu 
meetings around street signs lying on the ground (DeMocker, 2005). Yet these 
still served to center the narrative on New Orleans and specifi c places.

Indeed, a theme of ‘here’ versus ‘there’ threaded the print narrative:

On the seventh day of this disaster of biblical proportions, the last evacuees from 
the fetid conditions of the Superdome and the Convention Center rested with 
New Orleans in the rearview mirror of the buses taking them to clean, safe havens 
far away. (Thibodeaux and Russell, 2005)

‘Here’ was a place of Hell, whereas ‘there’ represented the Promised Land 
far away. This ‘Promised Land’ was not identifi ed. Furthermore, even though 
these refugees were moving forward, away from the chaos, they were depicted 
as looking back ‘in the rearview mirror’ toward New Orleans. In the following 
2 September story, the reporter wrote: ‘People from the Superdome, many of 
whom had nothing but the clothes they were wearing, fl ocked to the parking 
lot, grateful for the generosity of strangers. By 3:30, the Good Samaritans had 
been forced to leave the parking lot’ (Kuhn, 2005). Although the exact time 
of the Samaritans’ forced exit was recorded, the reader had no idea where the 
Good Samaritans went. Any place that was not New Orleans rarely got named; 
this deepened the sense that this narrative offered the lived experience of 
New Orleans and showed that the newspaper had jurisdiction and authority 
to document the place’s transformation (Hallin, 1987).

Time referents in the print coverage became intricately linked to the 
moment of the hurricane. Two of the many examples include the photo 
essay header on 3 September, ‘Sweet relief: Four days after Hurricane Katrina 
made landfall, relief for the city’s thousands of stranded storm victims fi nally 
arrived in the form of military troops, transport vehicles and fresh supplies of 
food and water’, or the A1 banner on 3 September, ‘After fi ve days, thousands 
of anguished storm victims fi nally have reason to hope.’ In addition, ex-
emplars from the past helped set the tone. New Orleans became the Red Sea: 
‘“This is the Red Sea. That is what we are trying to cross”: Trek seems endless 
for exhausted survivors’ (Thevenot, 2005). In one 12 September story, a 
New Orleans’ landmark, the Superdome, had become Ground Zero, which 
‘symbolizes the city’ (Duncan, 2005b). This last resurrected not only memory 
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of the 9/11 terrorist attacks and the War on Terror, but also the intense col-
lective nationalism that followed. This temporal ordering not only structured 
the story dramatically, but also served to mitigate the horror by contextual-
izing the event so that people could process the incomprehensible.

Online, audiences were invited to experience what was happening in 
New Orleans in different settings and chronologies of their choosing. The 
sheer number of photos in the web’s endless space diluted the strictly local 
signifi cance as many were posted without cutlines or specifi c geographic in-
formation. Thus, readers outside of the area witnessed a more anonymous 
crisis, one that could happen in their backyards at any minute. The setting of 
New Orleans became decentered; readers could personalize the narrative 
connection to place.

In addition, visitors could access a fi ve-part series The Times-Picayune had 
published several years earlier that detailed the city’s vulnerability to a major 
hurricane. The series included ‘In harm’s way: Levees, our best protection 
from fl ooding, may turn against us’ (McQuaid and Schleifstein, 2002b) and 
‘The big one: A major hurricane could decimate the region, but fl ooding 
from even a moderate storm could kill thousands. It’s just a matter of time’ 
(McQuaid and Schleifstein, 2002a). Once engrossed in this series, the reader 
was transported back to the past, to before the hurricane, to a New Orleans 
with its levees still intact. On a separate web page, users could visit New Orleans 
at the moment of the hurricane in an interactive graphic (Swenson, 2005). In 
contrast to the static image printed in the paper, this online graphic showed 
the path of the hurricane in 15 different animated segments, complete with 
sound effects of waves crashing and the wind blowing. The feature could be 
fast forwarded or rewound or paused. Entire phases of the hurricane could be 
bypassed. A start-over button allowed the reader to begin the feature anew. 
In this cyberworld, the user (not the reporter) controlled the experience of 
the hurricane.

In some ways, cyberspace became that ‘Promised Land’, representing a 
safe haven for people. People turned the Nola.com chat rooms into confer-
ence rooms and coffee shops. Titled ‘Teylay and Sanan’, this message was 
written as if it were an e-mail: ‘How are you too doing? I assume you’re OK 
since you’re both posting. Sanan, I was leaving the Moving To forum around 
the time you joined it …’ (marygwen, 2005). People ‘met’ in real time. 
‘Marygwen’ knew her friends were safe now because they had left their mark 
in the chat room setting, with specifi c time and date stamps. Forums could 
be ‘joined’. The forums were named after specifi c New Orleans parishes, 
and people who contributed items wrote as if the virtual spaces represented 
that geographic place.
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Online, a greater ambiguity between past, present, and future existed. 
Time granulated. A Nola.com blog entry (‘New Orleans in exile’, 2005) read:

New Orleans – a distinct and unique culture – is being kept alive in the hearts 
and minds of refugees driven from their homeland by a devastating force … This 
weblog, repurposed from my longtime Bourbon Street Journal, is dedicated to the 
quotes, stories and other material that show that the spirit of the city is alive.

In many posts, New Orleans now lived only in this digital world; it was 
as if Hurricane Katrina and New Orleans had already become a part of the 
past and time had advanced into the future. These writers were looking to 
how the city would be remembered. In other posts, the crisis simmered in the 
immediate present, or lingered in the distant past. All of this de-structured 
the print narrative temporally and spatially. The journalist’s obligation to 
be precise and accurate in chronology and setting (e.g. the Samaritans left 
the parking lot at 3:30; fi ve days have passed in New Orleans) refl ected their 
authority to tell the story; online, this control over time and place deline-
ation was distributed and diffused.

The who

The news characters compose a gallery of folk types, heroes, and saints, 
according to Cohen and Young (1981). Lule (2001) catalogued the trickster, 
the good mother, and other perennial characters in news coverage. These 
characters serve as models that ‘inform us about right and wrong, about the 
parameters beyond which one should not venture and about the shape that 
the devil can assume’ (Cohen and Young, 1981: 431). Furthermore, the sources 
as characters in the news story tend to ‘become surrogates for institutions’ 
(Sigal, 1987: 14). In this case study, The Times-Picayune’s ‘who’ of the Hurricane 
Katrina narrative consisted of archetypical or institutional characters con-
sistent with the news paradigm. Reporters wrote about honorable victims – 
the people worthy of salvation from the fl ood (Duke, 2005; Horne, 2005). 
Reporters wrote about heroic volunteers and stoic soldiers – the people 
charged with the city’s resurrection. Here is an excerpt from 5 September 
about a volunteer who came to help restore order:

He slipped away from the paper and desk job they assigned him because he wanted 
to be on the frontlines. Part of his motivation … was the loss of his father and 
mother-in-law on Flight 93 in the terrorist attacks of 9–11. ‘It is all about family 
and the absence of family and the preciousness of family’, he said. ‘Whether it is 
the World Trade Center or this neighborhood.’ (Perlstein, 2005)

The volunteer risked his life to be on the ‘frontlines’ as if New Orleans 
were the physical site of a war. He connected the hurricane to terrorist attacks 
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that led America to war in 2001. He represented America and the motivation 
to fi ll any void with American values such as ‘family’. His role is symbolic 
only; the reader learned little else about this man. Victims and heroes alike 
portrayed American values of family, faith, and persistence.

New Orleans journalists appeared in the newspaper text only in relation 
to The Times-Picayune. They represented the institution of the press. Their 
stories were written in third person in standard journalistic form – even stories 
in which the newspaper became a part of the news (‘Back from the brink: 
TP returns to paper and ink’, 2005; Rioux and Torres, 2005). Times-Picayune 
editors joined with the New Orleans mayor in appealing for help, but it was 
unsigned, in editorial tradition (‘An open letter to the president’, 2005).

Online, the new characters de-institutionalized the narrative, which made 
it unpredictable, less structured, and more authentic, though perhaps less 
reliable. Readers used the web forum as their personal journal. The reporter-fed 
Nola.com blog provided the incomplete, undeveloped, and unsubstantiated 
story. Reporters threaded the blog with snippets of their own struggles 
and despair. It was in this space that reporters dropped the third-person, 
formal reporter veneer. Here is an example by ‘Jon’ (later learned to be Nola.
com editor Jon Donley): ‘A Times-Picayune manager who can drive a big truck, 
but with little experience with air brakes, volunteers to continue the drive. 
With practice, he masters the air brakes. And we learn to hang on for life’ 
(Jon, 2005). Visitors to this blog could hear the whistling of the air as Donley 
rode in the truck. He sniffed and coughed – ‘noise’ that would normally 
be edited out for broadcast. ‘Jon’ confi rmed that the staff experienced this 
tragedy too: ‘My little Toyota Corolla is covered’ or ‘The Superdome, which 
we passed by …’. A 10-minute monologue provided the ambient sound of the 
evacuation (Donley, 2005). In these reports, his personality emerged. He was 
not an unnamed, faceless representative of the press.

These blogs spread unsubstantiated information: ‘We hear that police 
are rounding people up’ wrote ‘Jon’ (2005). Such ‘reporting’ continued in 
the reader forums, where a wealth of characters – and thus, new narratives – 
appeared. Nola.com invited readers to ‘become a citizen photojournalist’ and 
to post ‘My Hurricane Story’. The forums and message boards teemed with 
rumor and plagiarism, and yet many of these entries resembled journalism. 
They were written in an inverted-pyramid style and stated certain inform-
ation as if it were ‘fact’. Most of the ‘My Story’ entries on forums actually 
chronicled other people’s stories. Readers as authors reported information:

We received a call from a friend of ours in the NOPD. She and 9 other cops from 
various units are holed up in the Hampton Inn near the Convention Center, 
running low on ammo and unable to establish communications with other units. 
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… Communication is intermittent, keep getting message that her voicemail is out 
due to ‘scheduled upgrade’. (West, 2005)

The behind-the-scenes catalogue revealed the process of information 
gathering and dissemination, though the author here was someone named 
‘Christine West’, not a reporter. The specifi c number ‘nine’ demonstrated a 
level of detail that lent credibility to the story. The format of the messages – 
the use of a title, a byline, quotation marks – suggested a standard news form. 
The writers introduced new characters like the former NOPD offi cer in the 
above post. In Message No. 18681, ‘Bellau’ (2005) wrote pages about ‘Kenny’ 
who performed ‘heroic’ feats.

These reader forums were intensely personal, resembling private journals. 
Their entries recorded their witnessing methodically:

I lasted until about 5am, and then had to either sleep in the Astrodome seats or 
go home. I passed out one more fl at of water bottles and gave away the last of the 
Juicyfruit, and stopped for one fi nal mental snapshot which I’m sure will never 
get erased from my mind. Riding home I recalled my own fl ooding ordeal with 
Tropical Storm Allison four years ago... (Barrett, 2005)

‘Barrett’ shared personal experience with readers as a way to bring others 
the ‘real’ story, which he claimed they would not be able to get from television 
reports. Similar ‘reporting’ could be found in entry No. 8189 about the ‘pet 
rescue’ by ‘gabby6464’ (2005) on 2 September in the River Parish forum or the 
nursing home evacuations in a Orleans Parish posting by ‘susansanto’ (2005).

In addition to reporting anew, the blogs and reader forums served to 
‘check’ the media reports as well as each other’s posts. Authors often linked 
to offsite content as proof of news happenings, as in this entry about crime 
in the wake of the fl ooding: ‘He’s right at least about the looters: http://www.
illwillpress.com/kat.html’ (redrocket77, 2005). Other entries ‘repaired’ what 
the media had already reported: ‘I have a fi rst-hand experience of what we 
encountered. In my opinion, everything that is going on in the media is a 
complete bastardization of what is really happening’ (LeBlanc, 2005). Indeed, 
many would-be newspaper sources bypassed the journalist and relayed 
information directly to readers. Here a public information offi cer with the 
Louisiana Offi ce of Homeland Security responded to criticisms on the site 
and corrected the news reports: ‘Lady as soon as we found out that residents 
were at the convention center – not an approved site – we dispatched trucks 
with food and water. That was yesterday. Don’t believe [sic] you see on the 
news’ (Smith, 2005). The characters in this narrative assumed multiple roles – 
reporter/author, source/character, and reader. The introduction of the 
fi rst-person online recenters the story to each individual reader, and thus 
reduces the distance between people and narratives of the event.
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A new narrative model

Narrative differences

The fi rst research question called for a description of the narratives in the 
newspaper and online to determine differences in their signature matrices. In 
their print world, The Times-Picayune journalists produced a cohesive, struc-
tured narrative about ‘The Flood’ that was Hurricane Katrina. The structuring 
of the story’s facts – the storm, the breaking of the levees, the destruction, 
the looting, the overwhelmed authorities, and the helplessness and death – 
refl ected the themes of America, institutions, religion, and war. New Orleans 
became a character. Time stopped for the city as it tried to recover from 
what might have been a fatal blow. The narrative consisted of archetypical 
characters developed for a mythical story of despair, hope, and redemption.

However, visitors to Nola.com received a much different narrative, one 
with special cyber-spatial and cyber-temporal qualities. In this space, indi-
viduals itemized their experiences, turned cyberspace into its own setting (i.e. 
an escape from New Orleans), and slowed down or sped up time according 
to special motivations. Not only could audiences visit the moment of the 
hurricane, but they could also visit the pre-hurricane city or contextualize 
the post-hurricane trauma. Table 1 lays out the differing signature matrices 
according to the evidence of this case study.

Instead of a linear progression of the story from disaster to recovery, online 
readers restructured the narrative with multiple beginnings, middles, and 
endings that did not necessarily lead to a conclusion reinforcing a status quo.

Challenges to printed narrative?

The second research question suggested that the online story of Hurricane 
Katrina challenged the newspaper’s narrative. The thousands of photos, blog 
entries and messages chronicled Hurricane Katrina rather than mythologized 
it (Bird and Dardenne, 1988). Chronicles ‘provide us with the backdrop of 
events that tell us the world is still going on and that things we value still 

Table 1 Katrina’s different signature matrices

Mainstream news Online narrative

What Myth of the Flood Chronicle of events
Why Mother Nature Varied
Where New Orleans Cyberspace
When Time of hurricane Past, present, future
Who Institutions, archetypes Individuals
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matter’ (1988: 340). But Bird and Dardenne argued that it is the storytelling 
of journalism that humanizes an event and makes it meaningful. A chronicle 
of people’s personal experiences then might hinder sense-making and pro-
cessing after Hurricane Katrina, at least in any collective, hegemonic sense. 
Indeed, this evidence showed that there is no real deliberation here – at least 
in the sense that online news scholars have hoped (Deuze, 2003; Gillmor, 
2004). Instead, this extra material created content chaos with no cohesive 
story, no real collective moral, and no blueprint for moving forward in a 
publicly deliberated manner. Online, the structures of society – from the gov-
ernment to the press – were criticized, undermined, and ignored in sharp 
contrast to the newspaper version of the narrative.

Yet, the readers could fi nd meaning in this new way of news narratizing. 
Well versed in journalistic methodology, audiences have learned that obser-
vation and fi rst-hand accounts can refl ect the ‘real’ event. In these forums, 
web visitors reported eyewitness accounts and corrected media reports, often 
‘repairing’ the news in the tradition of Bennett et al. (1985). In Nola.com 
features, they could experience the hurricane for themselves in the inter-
active graphic. This interactivity offered a new level of witnessing of past 
news events and current newsgathering. New characters were introduced 
and contributed an emotive experience that ultimately changed the journal-
istically encoded narrative. The hypertext, visual galleries, interactive graphics 
with sound, and forum dialogue undercut the narrative coordinates encoded 
in the printed newspaper story of this hurricane. Instead, the reader is diverted, 
transported, immersed, and empowered to accept a more liberal, chaotic story 
that rejects the journalistic proposition for understanding Katrina.

Journalistic transformation

The fi nal research question asked what these changes and challenges indi-
cated about the evolution of journalism online. The reporting of news has 
traditionally been a ‘purposive behavior’ (Molotch and Lester, 1997[1974]) that 
mythologizes a story so people can process tragic news events like Hurricane 
Katrina (Bird and Dardenne, 1988). But online, this active participation created 
a new narrative that allowed these people to process the event from within the 
news story. In doing so, they entered the institution of the press, and, in some 
cases, bypassed the journalists. The news story of Hurricane Katrina became a 
shared production on the website of The Times-Picayune. The result was a mix 
of journalism and experience. The status quo of authority transferred from 
institutions to individuals, who starred in their own narratives, laid out their 
own plots, and established their own lessons. This evidence demonstrated 
how the online model for journalistic narrative combined the mythic content 
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with an interactive, multimodal chronicle that opened up the ideological pos-
sibilities of any news event – at least in this case study.
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